• Calo isolation is made with towers. Adds little to the tracker isolation disabled. Cell based isolation could be needed.
• Isolation cuts efficiency to MC matched electrons 91% (match distance 0.05). Purity of electron sample before isolation cuts 60%, after 90.4% • Two isolated electrons . Both same sign and opposite sign.
• At least two jets. From these a pair of jets with highest Pt is chosen (signal jet pair). Signal jet pair + isolated electron M(N) candidate (two combinations). Search for a peak
• Signal jet pair + two isolated electrons M(W R ) candidate Search for a peak.
• • Then the only physical background is from ZH, WH: very small. Tried also tt with all decay modes and Bº oscillations: small.
• Significant reconstruction background. See in the end.
• Same sign hardly makes the discovery region wider since 50% of signal is lost and the background is usually not big near the boundary. But if a heavy neutrino is discovered it is a good check of its Majorana nature. General consideration: The shape of the discovery region is rather stable because the significance as a function of masses drops rapidly near the boundaries. This is illustrated on the example of several uncertainties that we studied.
• PDF (parton density functions) in the signal cross sections. We took several different PDF and found that cross section varies by 6%. This is translated in the uncertainty of the upper boundary of 1-2% and lower boundary 2 -3%
• Jets energy scale. 3% leads to the uncertainty of background of 6 -10%. This changes significance by 3 -10%. Upper boundary shifts by 1 -3%, lower by 2 -4%.
• Other uncertainties (luminosity, lepton id) are smaller. ν ν
Conclusion and plans
• Heavy neutrino and right-handed bosons can be looked for in CMS, already starting from 1 1/fb. The scenario for this small integral luminosity to be studied in more details
• Study in more details the background to same sign, reading anew the production files and using other event generators (CompHEP?)
• Old studies with fast simulation showed that the results in muon channel are very similar. This is to be studied anew, with full simulation and studies of systematics Additional questions appeared in process.
• Many wrong sign electrons in full simulation: how to suppress them? OK, most efficient cut is a cut on the number of hits in track: suppression factor ~3 keeping the efficiency to correct sign 90%. Unfortunately, the corresponding info is missing in our Root tree: tt to be reread.
• Mass resolution is now worse. Because of OSCAR? Yes
• Are QED corrections important? PHOTOS cannot be used. Can PYTHIA be used? Checked with 4 TeV Z': QED by PHOTOS does not change the reconstruction efficiency within 6%.
